From the President...

By President Bob Holst
Soon we will witness an
amazing thing! What will happen on Nov. 7, 2000, in the USA
will seem like an impossible
dream for millions of people in
too many countries around the
globe. A powerful, wealthy
country will hold a national
election without tanks in the
streets or a high military alert.
There will be no public riots or
protests in the streets as ordinary people determine the
transition of Presidential leadership. Democracy in action.
An idea as old as ancient
Athens but still an impossible
dream in too many nations
today. The right to vote is a
concept and reality that we, as
citizens, should not take for
granted. So please, vote. Most
students may be able to do so
right here on campus in the
Student Union. However, voting for national leaders presents a responsibility and a
opportunity for thoughtful and
informed living, dedicated ser-

vice to God and humanity and
enlightened care of God's creation, as our Mission Statement
articulates. A responsible voter
studies issues and learns the
proposed policies of candidates. But, I think that God's
people also examine the information from the perspective of
"common good" or even "global welfare." I have thought
much about the principles of
democracy because I lived five
years in a clan culture under an
imposed colonial government.
My friends in Papua New
Guinea had no vote and suffered from limited legal rights.
An outside army from a democratic nation set their rules. I
saw people beaten and even
killed unjustly. The people
knew too well the pain of a
foreign democracy's military
law and order. To my initial
amazement, the people questioned the value of democracy.
"How do you know the will of
the majority will be right?"
they asked. "Is democracy a
system where the powerful
protect the powerful?"To point
the issue at Concordia, "Do we
vote seeking 'to do justice, love
kindness and walk humbly
with our God?" Voting can be
motivated by desire for personal gain, fear of others or other
selfish reasons. Please, vote.
But when you do, do so as a
thoughtful and informed voter
who seeks "to do justice, love
kindness and walk humbly
with God." President Bob Holst

PEANUTS HAVE REACHED
CONCORDIA
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" is based on Charles
Schultz's Peanuts comic strips
and brings the beloved charac- •
ters from the comic strip to life
on stage. Originally composed
by Clark Gesner and opened in
the theater in 1967, the play
was revived in 1999, and additions and changes were made
to the show. One addition
occurred because over 20 years
of comic strips were made
since the original script was
written which required new
strips to be featured. Two
songs were also added, and the
character of Sally became a part
of the show. The musical now
includes the characters of
Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Lucy,
Linus, Schroeder, and Sally.
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him in Community Theater. He
will be playing the part of
Schroeder. She is glad to have
him in the cast to encourage her
and answer her questions.
When asked what she is
looking forward to most in this

continued from page 1

Moritz will be playing the
character of the know-it-all
Lucy, whose character had its
debut in the comic strip on
March 3, ,1952. Moritz mentioned that in one of the scenes
she will be talking to Charlie
Brown and Linus and going on
and on about many things that
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Bethany Moritz with a Concordia
theatre group at the National
Youth Gathering in Atlana, 1998.
photo by Sarah Klemp

are not true, yet they still believe
her.
Moritz knows one other
person in the cast, Doug Trapp,
because she has performed with

opportunity, Moritz said, "I am
very excited to work with a professional company. I hope that
it will be a very educational
experience. I am hoping that if
I work hard, this show will lead
to another. But you never know.
Most importantly I'm looking
forward to having my family
come and see me."
Moritz's biggest inspirations
are her mom and dad. Moritz
said, "My dad has taught me the
importance of hard work, humility, and compassion, and my
mom has taught me patience,
kindness, and the importance of
laughter. They taught me priorities, which I believe . are God,
family, friends, and yourself, in
that order. And I thank God
every day that he gave me to

them."
It was not until Moritz came
to Concordia that she wanted to
be involved in theater; she had
wanted to be an astronaut but
realized that math was not her
strong point. Moritz said,
"Before I left for Concordia they

[her parents] gave me this little
blue velvet pouch and inside
was a little golden star. It
reminds me every day that there
are a lot of ways to reach the
stars, but I'd still like to go to
space camp someday."

Moritz performs Lucy at the Ordway Center for
Perfroming Arts.
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